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9 miles from Jalan&t, and up to the " S;uhlir ankaftrr " of K.,
#.J. xi. After that all that ran be said is thai he appears t«»
have gone on up the channel represented on K., /f./f. xi, by the
"Culcully River" (now shown as tin* Stalman on the latest
Survey Sheets] till he entered th«' Ganges (Padtta.) in the east of
Murcha (see Margang channel on Sttnrv Shwt evidently the
channel of the Ganges in his day). Tin* fart is that tin* fare of the
country has greatly changed in these parts since 1070,
49.	? Kalikapur.    Apparently   the   " Coleapoor "   of   Hedges,
i. 49, 89, 122.    A trace of the name seems to .survive in Kennell's
" Culcully River " (ILA. xi.).
 50.	? Garherhat, the market of the fort, probably a  market-
place near the old fort of Murcha (H,A> xi.).
 51.	The Rajmahal Hills on the NAV. of Murshidabful District;.
 52.	? Shadi ka Kaniptir.    Cf. Nayapara Kampur ($,$,) about
4 m. S.E. of Bhagwangola.
 53.	? Kalinagar, a name surviving in the name of a tola and of
an old river channel on the 1848-68 Sumy Shcti, situated K. by N.
of Bhagwangola.   The distance from Kasiniba,xar, 7 kos or 15J
miles, fits in with this locality.
 54.	? Hargopalpur,   Evidently   diluviated   since   Marshall's
time.
 55.	The Aurcngabad of J<., B.A, xv,, and the Orangabath of
Broucke's map.
 56.	Dougotchee (Dogaclu), marked fl Pogutchy " on an old
map in the British Museum (without date or publisher's name, but
of c. 1770), on the east side of the Ganges, about opposite to
Furruckabad on R., It.A. xv.   This is not the Jourgotchy of
Rennell, which is probably the Towditch mentioned below, 22nd
September, 1670.   Shah Shuja' crossed the Ganges at Dogachl,
see Sarkar Aurangsib, ii. p. 242.
 57.	The fact that from near " Urriapore " the hills seemed to
Marshall to be about 10 has (-22J miles) away indicates that he
went up the old course of the Bhagirathi to the east of the
present course of the deep stream, skirting round near the site
of the ruins of Gaur.   He seems to have been unwell (cf. refer-
ence to ague)  and so perhaps did not observe any remains
—probably buried in jangal at the time.   Most likely he turned
off westwards up the old Pagla river towards Rajmahal.   The
total   distance   recorded   between  Downapore  and Rajmahal
(about 43 miles) also shows that his boat followed a circuitous
route here, as the distance would be only about 25 miles by the

